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Abstract
The Covid-19 pandemic highlighted the importance of quickly scaling up the production
of vaccines and other pharmaceutical products. These products are typically made within
bioreactors: vessels that carry out bioreactions involving microorganisms or biochemical
substances derived from microorganisms. The design, construction, and evaluation of
bioreactors for large-scale production, however, is costly and time-consuming. Many builds
are often needed to resolve issues such as poor mixing and inhomogeneous nutrient transfer.
Nevertheless, computational methods can be used to identify and resolve these limitations
early-on in the design process. This is why understanding the flow characteristics inside a
bioreactor through computational fluid dynamics (CFD) can save time, money, and lives.
Bioreactors contain three phases: 1) a continuous liquid medium which is the host for
cells to feed and grow, 2) a dispersed solid phase which is the microorganism particles
inside the tank, and 3) a dispersed gas phase which includes the air or oxygen bubbles for
microorganisms aspiration. Due to the complexity of solving a three-phase flow problem,
most bioreactor multi-phase simulations in the literature neglect the dispersed microor-
ganism phase and its effects entirely–thus assuming two phases only.
In this research project, a hybrid model is developed that captures the effects of all
three phases. The model first approximates the liquid and solid phase as a single “mixture”
using the drift-flux model. Subsequently, the Euler-Euler method is used to simulate the
resulting mixture with the added dispersed gas. This allows the simulation of bioreactors
and other bioprocesses with the computational complexity of the two-phase simulation
while capturing all three phases.
The “mixture” portion of the model was simulated inside a stirred tank bioreactor.
Its results were then validated by comparing them to empirical evidence in the literature.
Two parameters were chosen for this validation: 1) the hindered settling velocity of the
solid phase in the absence of impeller motion, and 2) the computed power number of the
impeller. The validation showed an overestimation of the hindered settling velocity and an
underestimation of the impeller power number.
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A bioreactor is a controlled system that imitates physiological environments to support
a chemical process involving microorganisms [1]. Since microorganisms are susceptible
to environmental changes, characterization and fluid flow optimization become essential
in bioreactors. However, the design, manufacturing, and evaluation of industrial-sized
bioreactors are costly and time-consuming. Thus leveraging the computational methods is
an effective way to prevent critical limiting factors, such as insufficient mixing, excessive
shear stress, lack of nutrient and oxygen mass transfer, in the early stages of the design
process. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is used for equipment design and solving
fluid flow problems using numerical modeling [2].
Almost all industrial processes operate with multi-phase flows, and bioreactors are not
an exception. There are multiple fluid phases within an aerobic bioreactor, see Figure 1.1:
• Gas phase, which is the air bubbles inside the tank for cells’ aspiration,
• Liquid phase or media, containing all the nutrition for cells to survive and grow,
• Solid phase, which represents the microorganisms in the system.
CFD simulations of multi-phase flows can provide information that is difficult or infeasible
to access via experimentation, such as velocity distribution in the media, oxygen mass
transfer between the gas bubbles and the liquid phase, shear stress applied to the cells, cell
density in the system etc.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of the three phases present during an aerobic culture inside a stirred
tank bioreactor. Yellow circles denote the gas phase, blue circles denote the solid-phase,
and the pink domain shows the liquid-phase [3].
There are two main approaches to modeling multi-phase dispersed flows that are feasible
for industrial-scale bioreactors: Euler-Euler model (two-fluid model) and Euler-Lagrange
model. Depending on the system each approach would have benefits over the other [4].
In the Euler-Euler approach the dispersed phase is treated as a continuum, meaning that
it has conservation equations similar to those of the continuous phase [5]. On the other
hand, the Euler-Lagrange approach does not consider the dispersed phase as a continuum
and solves Newton’s equations of motion for each particle [6] with coupling closures for
momentum transport between the continuous (continuum representation) and dispersed
(particle representation) phases.
Inside an aerobic bioreactor, two dispersed phases are present in the continuous phase
(medium): oxygen-containing gas and microorganism cells. There are major differences
in the physical characteristics of these two dispersed phases. For example, the physical
scale of an average gas bubble (millimeter range [7]) is much larger than the scale of a mi-
croorganism (micrometer range [8]). Gas bubbles can have individually different scale and
shape, but the size of a microorganism cell stays essentially unchanged during the process.
Gas bubbles can burst or coalesce and they have positive buoyancy while microorganisms
are neutrally buoyant. With respect to the two main approaches to multi-phase modeling,
the Euler-Lagrange model can capture both dispersed phases and even variation between
the properties of each dispersed-phase particle. However, it is computationally feasible for
relatively small numbers of particles (105 → 106 [9]), which is unrealistic for an industrial-
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scale bioreactor since they usually contain billions of cells per milliliter of the media. On
the other hand, while solving a three-phase problem using the Euler-Euler model, it is still
computationally intensive in that transient partial differential equations must be solved,
conservation of mass and momentum must be solved for each additional phase, and no
steady-state typically exists.
To overcome this problem we are proposing an alternative model that is less computa-
tionally intensive and acknowledges all the three phases inside a bioreactor.
1.2 Objectives
This research aims to develop a “hybrid” multi-phase model that enables simulation of
industrial-scale bioreactors. For this purpose, an accurate simulation of the hydrodynamics
is essential. However, due to the complexity of solving a three-phase flow problem, most
of the bioreactor multi-phase simulations in literature neglect the dispersed microorganism
phase and its effects entirely [10, 11, 12], assuming only two present phases: the liquid
medium and the gas bubbles. Gas-liquid simulations are widely performed in gas-liquid
reactors and bubble columns. The presence of dispersed microorganisms (volume fraction
more than 1%) has been shown to affect the apparent viscosity of the liquid phase [13] and,
consequently, the hydrodynamics observed compared to standard gas-liquid processes. In
this research project, a model is developed that captures these effects and transport of the
dispersed microorganism phase with significantly reduced computational costs compared to
the three-phase Euler-Euler model. This is achieved through approximating the continuous
liquid and the dispersed microorganism phase as a single “mixture” using the drift-flux
model. This hybrid approach is then used with the two-phase Euler-Euler model for a liquid
with dispersed gas, where the liquid is now itself a two-phase “mixture”. This allows the
simulation of bioreactors and other bioprocesses with the computational complexity of the
two-phase simulation, while capturing all three phases. Towards this aim, the objectives
are:
• Develop a hybrid three-phase model where the media-biomass is solved as a single
“mixture” then this liquid “mixture” with the dispersed air bubbles are solved using
the two-fluid model.
• Implement the drift-flux model to treat the liquid and biomass as a single mixture.
• Validate the results against prior published research results.
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1.3 Thesis structure
This thesis is organized into seven chapters: Chapter 1 - Introduction, Chapter 2 - Back-
ground, Chapter 3 - Literature Review, Chapter 4 - Model Development, Chapter 5 -
Validation, Chapter 6 - Stirred Tank Bioreactor Simulation, and Chapter 7 - Conclusions
and Future Work.
Chapter 2 explains the background knowledge required to understand this work. In the
first section, the change in apparent viscosity as a function of the dispersed phase volume
fraction is discussed. In the second section, the relevant multi-phase models to bioreactor
simulations are introduced. Additionally, a brief review of the configuration of stirred tank
bioreactors is given, and lastly, the scaling parameters for characterizing a bioreactor are
described.
Chapter 3 provides an overview of the current literature on the different approaches to
simulating biological multi-phase flows in stirred tank bioreactors.
Chapter 4 introduces the development of the hybrid three-phase model. First, the
drift-flux model is shown with the derivation of the relative velocity between the phases.
Second, the Euler-Euler model is presented along with the momentum transfer terms used
in a gas-liquid simulation.
Chapter 5 provides validation for the model using the concept of settling velocity in the
absence of impeller movements. The results are compared to an experiment with similar
spherical particles.
Chapter 6 shows the simulation set-up and results of the biomass-medium simulations
performed using the drift-flux model proposed in Chapter 4. The results for different
volume fractions of the microorganisms and different rotational velocities of the impeller
were compared.
Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the conclusions of this work and provides recommenda-




2.1 Rheology of the Media
The investigation of fluid deformation in relation to the stresses applied is the subject
of rheology. Rheology for fluids is commonly characterized by viscosity, and viscosity
describes the flow resistance in fluids [14]. Viscosity, µ, is the ratio of the stress, τ , applied





Newton’s viscosity law is described when the shear stress and shear rate are directly
proportional in the above correlation, and the fraction of them is a constant value [15]. Flu-
ids that obey Newton’s law of viscosity are called Newtonian fluids. Viscosity in Newtonian
fluids is independent of shear strain, and it has a constant value at a given temperature
and pressure. On the other hand, when the relation between shear stress and the shear
rate has a more complex form, the fluid is said to be non-Newtonian. Eqn. (2.1) is still
valid for non-Newtonian fluids, but it is no longer a constant but a function of shear rate,
and the viscosity is called the apparent viscosity (µ) [16]. In this section, we briefly talk
about Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids.
2.1.1 Newtonian Fluids
In nature and industry only a small group of fluids exhibit Newtonian behaviour. Gases,
water, mineral oils and blends of mineral oils are generally Newtonian in flow behavior [15].
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A Newtonian fluid behaviour is shown in Figure 2.1. Based on equation (2.1), viscosity is
the slope of shear stress versus shear rate plot. Viscosity in Newtonian fluids (at a specified
temperature and pressure) can be determined with one measurement at any shear rate as
the plot of viscosity versus shear rate has a slope of zero (viscosity is independent of shear
rate).
In multi-phase flows, adding suspended particles to a Newtonian carrier fluid can change
the fluid behaviour. Low concentrations of the dispersed phase only change the viscosity
value. However, as higher concentrations are added, viscosity is more drastically affected,
to a point where the fluid could start behaving non-Newtonian.
2.1.2 Non-Newtonian Fluids
Non-Newtonian fluids can be categorized into three categories based on their reaction to
shear rate, see Figure 2.1:
1. Shear-thinning (pseudoplastic), where the viscosity decreases as shear rate increases
2. Shear-thickening (dilatant), where the viscosity increases as the shear rate increases
3. Bingham plastic, where the fluids show a yield stress.
Yield stress is defined as the minimum stress required for a fluid to start flowing. Bingham
plastic displays Newtonian behaviour for shear stresses higher than the yield stress. The
non-Newtonian behavior of fluids are usually described by already developed empirical
models in the literature. Some of the common ones are discussed in this section.
The power-law model is widely used due to its capability to describe Newtonian, shear
thinning and shear thickening fluid behaviour. According to the power-law model, shear
stress is related to shear rate through:
τ = k γ̇n (2.2)
Where k is the flow consistency index (units = Pa sn) and n is the flow behaviour index
(dimensionless). n presents the degree of non-Newtonian behaviour in the fluid. For n = 1,
the power-law model shows Newton’s law of viscosity. For n < 1, the model shows shear
thinning behaviour and for n > 1, shear thickening fluid behaviour is observed [15]. The




= k γ̇n−1 (2.3)
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Figure 2.1: Figure on the left shows shear stress vs. shear rate for Newtonian and non-
Newtonian fluids [15]. Figure on the right shows viscosity vs. shear rate for both Newtonian
and non-Newtonian fluids [17].
The Herschel-Bulkley model describes the behaviour of non-Newtonian fluids with
yield stress constraint and power-law behaviour for shears greater than yield stress.{
τ = τ 0 + k γ̇
n |τ | > τ 0
γ̇ = 0 |τ | < τ 0
(2.4)
Where τ0 is the yield stress (units = Pa), k and n are the same parameters as in the
power-law model. In the case of n = 1, the Herschel-Bulkley model describes Bingham






(τ 0/γ̇) + k γ̇
n−1 |τ | > τ 0
∞ |τ | < τ 0
(2.5)
In multi-phase flows, usually, the addition of suspended particles to a Newtonian fluid
reveals shear-thinning behavior [13]. In suspensions, three different regimes can be observed
based on the volume fraction of the dispersed phase (αd) [18]. The upper and lower bounds
in each regime can slightly vary depending on the type of the suspended particles:
1. Dilute regime, αd < 0.01: In this regime, the apparent viscosity, µ, has a linear
relationship with αd.
µ = µc (1 +Bαd) (2.6)
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µc is the viscosity of the pure continuous phase and B is called the ‘Einstein coeffi-
cient’ and takes the value of 2.5.
2. Semi-dilute regime, 0.01 < αd < 0.25: In this regime, the apparent viscosity shows
a higher order dependence on the volume fraction:
µ = µc (1 +Bαd +B1αd
2) (2.7)
B is the ‘Einstein coefficient’ and B1 is derived from the consideration of particle-
particle interactions [18]. Lower values of B1 have been found when Brownian motion
and inertia are important [18]. In this regime, the fluid can still be approximated
Newtonian.
3. Concentrated regime, 0.25 < αd < αmax: In this regime, the above polynomial
correlation no longer holds as the apparent viscosity increases rapidly with αd, and
shows non-Newtonian behaviour. Krieger and Dougherty [19] developed a correlation







Where B′ is a fitting parameter. The significance of the above correlation is account-
ing for the maximum packing fraction, αmax, which is the maximum obtained volume
fraction of the suspended particles. When αd reaches the maximum packing fraction,
the apparent viscosity tends to infinity and appears as a solid material. The maxi-
mum packing fraction depends on the particles’ spatial distribution, and therefore it
is not a well-defined parameter. However, for uniform spherical particles, it is around
64% [20].
Suspensions in concentrated regime show a yield stress due to the formation of networks
between particles. The yield stress is reached when the applied stress is sufficient enough
to break up the network. The yield stress has a direct relationship with αd [21]. Heymann
et al. [21] proposed the below relationship for τ 0, where τ∗ is a fitting parameter and
depends on the size of the particle, see Table 2.1:





)−2 − 1) (2.9)
Studies have shown that adding higher concentrations of biomass to a Newtonian fluid
can change fluid’s apparent viscosity, see Figure 2.2 [13]. In this figure the viscosity goes
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Table 2.1: τ ∗ dependence on particle size [18].




to infinity, 103 Pa s, at low shear rates, which shows the presence of yield stress, and the
viscosity decreases as shear rate increase, which is a shear-thinning fluid behavior. There-
fore, the biological multi-phase shows both shear-thinning and Bingham plastic behavior
(Bingham pseudoplastic) at higher concentrations (αd > 20%) of biomass.
Figure 2.2: Viscosity vs. shear rate at different volume fractions (αd) of CHO (Chinese
Hamster Ovary) cells 0-60% [13].
2.2 Theory and Modeling of Two-Phase Flows
Multi-phase flow is a simultaneous flow with more than one phase and it is found widely
in natural environment and industrial processes [22]. Multi-phase flows are usually cat-
egorized by the physical states of the accompanying phases and by the topology of the
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flow [23]. Due to the complexity of solving multi-phase flows and the extensive amount of
effort needed by adding another phase each time, mostly the hydrodynamics of two-phase
flows are of interest. There are two main approaches in solving dispersed two-phase flow
problems, the Lagrangian approach and the Euler-Euler model, which are discussed in this
section.
2.2.1 Lagrangian Approach
In the Lagrangian approach, the dispersed phase particles are tracked through the flow
domain, and the momentum equation is solved for each particle. This shows that the





Where mp is the particle mass, ud is the particle velocity and ΣF is the summation of







































Where τp is the particle response time (i.e. the time for momentum transfer due to drag),
defined by Eqn. (2.12), uc is the velocity of the continuous phase, mf is the mass of fluid
displaced by the particle, rp is the particle’s radius, ρc is the continuous phase density, µc
is the dynamic viscosity of the continuous phase, g is the acceleration due to gravity, CL is
the lift coefficient evaluated by Saffman, L the is direction cosines and V is the magnitude









‖uc − ud‖ (2.12)
The left-hand side of equation (2.11) shows the inertia forces acting on the particle
due to its acceleration. On the right-hand side, we have forces due to drag, forces due
to the pressure gradient and viscous stresses, the inertia forces of added mass, the Basset
forces (the viscous forces due to unsteady relative motion), the buoyancy forces, and the
lift forces respectively [24].
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In conclusion, by taking the Lagrangian approach to solve a multi-phase problem, Eqn.
(2.11) should be solved for a sufficient number of particles in the flow domain. The results
are then used to obtain information about the average nature of the flow. However, due
to the existence of a significant number of microorganisms inside a bioreactor during an
operation, around billions of cells in 1 milliliter of the media, using the Lagrangian approach
does not seem feasible as only a limited number of equations can be solved computationally
[9]. Therefore, the Lagrangian approach is of limited use in large-scale bioreactor design.
2.2.2 Euler-Euler Model
In the Euler-Euler model both phases, dispersed and continuous, are considered as a contin-
uum. Each phase has its own set of conservation equations and they are coupled together
through interphase transfer terms [23]. The conservation of mass (in the absence of inter-




+∇ · (αkρkuk) = 0 (2.13)
Where αk is the volume fraction of phase k, ρk is the density of phase k and uk is the mean
velocity of phase k.
∂(αkρkuk)
∂t
+∇· (αkρkukuk) = −∇(αkPk) +∇· (αkτ k) +αkρkg+M k +Pk,i∇αk−αk · τ k,i
(2.14)
Where Pk is the phasic pressure, τ k is the phasic viscous stress tensor, g is the gravitational
acceleration, M k is the interphase momentum term, Pk,i∇αk and αk ·τ k,i are the contribu-
tions of interfacial pressure and shear stress respectively. In the dispersed flow regime these
two interfacial forces can be assumed equal in the continuous (c) and dispersed (d) phases
(Pi,c ≈ Pi,d = Pi and τ i,c ≈ τ i,d) [25]. The effect of interfacial shear stress is insignificant in
the dispersed flow regime therefore it can be neglected [4] and the pressure of the dispersed
phase can be approximated by the interfacial pressure, Pd = Pd,i [23]. By considering all
the above assumptions and approximations the momentum equation for continuous and
dispersed phase will be:
∂(αcρcuc)
∂t




+∇ · (αdρdudud) = −αd∇Pi +∇ · (αdτ d) + αdρdg +M d (2.16)
The Euler-Euler model can provide a detailed and reliable solution of a two-phase
flow field [26]; however, it has some drawbacks including: 1) difficulties in modeling the
interfacial momentum transfer terms [26], M c and M c terms in Equations (2.15) and
(2.16) 2) The interfacial transfer terms can create numerical instabilities and divergence in
the solution procedure [27].
2.2.3 Drift-Flux Model
The concept of the drift-flux model is based on considering the mixture as a whole rather
than two separate phases. In the drift-flux model, the conservation equations are defined
for a single mixture phase. They are derived by adding the two continuity equations and
the two momentum equations in the Euler-Euler model. A convection diffusion equation
is also derived from the dispersed phase continuity equation to predict the distribution of
the dispersed phase within the mixture [23]. Step by step calculation and derivation of
the drift-flux model from the Euler-Euler model is provided in Appendix A. In the drift-
flux model, the fluid properties are represented by mixture properties making the model
formulation simpler than the Euler-Euler formulation [5].
The drift-flux model has three equations, as opposed to the Euler-Euler model, which
has four. In the drift-flux model, the interphase momentum transfer terms are eliminated
when the two momentum equations are summed, as they are equal in value and opposite
in direction. This leads to fewer equations and the elimination of numerical instabilities
associated with the interfacial momentum transfer terms. Therefore, the computational
resources needed are reduced compared to the two-fluid model.
However, in the drift flux model, some details about the relative motion of the phases are
lost due to the mixture assumption, and it needs to be expressed by additional constitutive
equations.
By assuming a mixture of only two phases, one continuous and one dispersed, the
volume fractions are related through:
αd + αc = 1 (2.17)
Mixture density is calculated through equation (2.18):
ρm = αcρc + αdρd (2.18)
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2.2.3.1 Drift-Flux Model Field Equations
The drift-flux model conservation equations are provided here. The full derivation can be
found in Appendix A. The mixture continuity equation is:
∂ρm
∂t
+∇ · (ρmum) = 0 (2.20)
The dispersed phase continuity equation in the absence of mass transfer between the phases









And the mixture momentum equation is expressed as:
∂ρmum
∂t








udr in the mixture momentum equation, Eqn. (2.22), and dispersed phase continuity
equation, Eqn. (2.21), is the drift velocity between the phases which accounts for the
relative motion between the phases in the drift-flux model and it is defined as:
udr = αcur = αc(ud − uc) (2.23)
The second term on the right-hand side of the equation (2.22) is the mixture viscous stress
tensor:
τm = Σαkτ k (2.24)
The drift-flux model formulation has six unknowns, um mass-averaged mixture velocity,
ρm mixture density, Pm mixture pressure, udr drift velocity, αc continuous phase volume
fraction, and αd dispersed phase volume fraction. However, the model formulation has
three equations and an additional of three constraints are needed to close the model. One
of these closures is the phase fraction equality in Eqn. (2.17). The second one is the
mixture density equation (2.18) and the last one is a closure for the drift velocity which is
derived later in this thesis, see Section 4.1.
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2.3 Configuration of Stirred Tank Bioreactors
In this section, the configuration of stirred tank bioreactors (STBs) is discussed. STBs
are among the most commonly used pieces of equipment in biochemical processes. They
typically contain one or more impellers mounted on a shaft, sometimes baffles, and other
internals such as spargers, coils, and draft tubes, shown in Figure 2.3. Numerous parame-
ters including, the type and location of the impellers, the degree of baffling and etc. provide
control over the performance of stirred tank bioreactors [28]. This section will provide a
brief review on the effects of baffles and agitation system on the flow pattern.
Figure 2.3: Composition of a stirred tank bioreactor [29].
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Figure 2.4: First row: Distribution of turbulent viscosity in the r − θ plane. Second row:
Distribution of turbulent viscosity in the r − z plane [30].
Baffles are planes radially-distributed on the interior walls of a vessel. They are typically
incorporated into fermentors of all sizes to prevent swirling and vortexing of liquid to
improve mixing [31]. Figure 2.4 presents the effect of baffles and their height on the
distribution of turbulent viscosity. Turbulent viscosity shows the diffusion mechanism
within turbulent flows, and it is enhanced by eddies motions [32]. The fluid homogeneity is
improved by turbulent viscosity [30]. In Figure 2.4, from left to right, we have: unbaffled
stirred vessel, half-baffled stirred vessel (baffle height = tank height/2), and baffled stirred
vessel (baffle height= tank height). Color denotes turbulent viscosity. The first row of the
figure (r − θ cross-section) shows an increase in the turbulent viscosity as the baffles are
introduced to the system. The second row (r − z cross-section) shows the effect of baffle
length on the turbulent viscosity distribution. The turbulent viscosity is more evenly
distributed in the full-length baffle system, and this uniformity decreases as the baffle
length is shortened.
An impeller is a rotating internal feature that provides mechanical mixing inside a
stirred tank bioreactor to homogenize the distribution of cells, air bubbles, and nutrients.
Impellers transmit energy into fluids through flow and shear [34]. Flow is defined as
the fluid movement, and shear stress emerges from the fluid velocity gradient. The type
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Figure 2.5: Flow fields for different impeller combinations under ungassed condition, RT:
Rushton turbine, WHd: Wide-blade hydrofoil impeller pumping down, WHu: Wide-blade
hydrofoil impeller pumping up, HBT: Hollow blade turbine [33].
of impeller used has an impact on the flow field. This can be seen in Figure 2.5. In this
figure, the velocity distribution is shown for a combination of impeller types. Color denotes
fluid velocity over the velocity of the impeller tip (U/Utip); hence blue coded regions show
stationary flow. Enhanced fluid movements are observed in case (a) (the majority of the
domain is colored green) than in other cases.
2.4 Scaling Parameters
Microorganisms are highly sensitive to their environmental conditions and small changes in
them can cause severe damage to the cells and ruining the batch. To avoid this, dimensional
analysis is used in order to predict bioreactor performance. Some of these dimensionless
groups are:
Power Number
Most of aerobic culture bioreactors in industrial production scale contain one or
more impellers. The power consumption of the impellers can be used to directly
and indirectly describe mass transfer, heat transfer and mixing in the system [35].
Therefore power number (Np) is one of the essential dimensionless parameters in
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bioreactor design. Power number is the ratio of viscous forces to inertial, and it is






P = 2πNiM (2.26)
where Ni is the impeller rotational speed (RPS),M is the torque acting on the stirrer
shaft, and Di is the impeller diameter.
Impeller Reynolds Number
Impeller Reynolds number, Rei, is a dimensionless number that helps to predict
flow regime within the bioreactor. It describes the ratio of inertial (momentum)







where ρl is the liquid phase density, Ni is the impeller rotational speed (RPS), Di is
the impeller diameter and µl is the liquid viscosity. In most stirrer tank bioreactors,
fluid with Reynolds number greater than 104 reaches fully turbulent conditions [37].
Mixing Time
Mixing efficiency is a significant factor impacting the performance of a bioprocess.
The mixing efficiency affects the transport processes such as temperature and concen-
tration gradients, as well as pH fluctuations. These changes can substantially damage
the microorganisms. Thus, stirring can be used as a determining parameter for the
yield of a fermentative process [38]. Mixing time can be used to characterize the
quality of stirring in bioreactors. It is defined as the time it takes for a stirring liquid
to achieve a specific degree of homogeneity after adding a fixed amount of tracer.
The mixing time for a turbulent flow in a stirred tank bioreactor is empirically found







Where P is the power input and V is the liquid volume.
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Oxygen Mass Transfer
In most industrial processes, microorganisms grow under aerobic conditions. How-
ever, oxygen has low solubility in water-like media, making oxygen mass transfer a
critical parameter in bioreactor design. To prevent oxygen depletion in a culture, the
oxygen mass transfer rate (OTR) should be equal or greater than the oxygen uptake
rate (OUR) by microorganisms. OTR is directly related to the oxygen concentra-
tion gradient between the gas-liquid interface and the bulk, and the mass transfer
coefficient, kLa, which is affected by the physical properties of the media, type, and
concentration of the microorganisms in the system, geometrical aspects of the vessel,
etc. [40]. On the other hand, oxygen uptake rate depends on the amount of oxygen
entering the vessel, qO2, and microorganism concentration in the culture, X [41].
kLa · (C∗O2 − CO2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
OTR
≥ qO2 ·X︸ ︷︷ ︸
OUR
(2.29)
Where C∗O2 is the oxygen concentration at the gas-liquid interface and CO2 is the




Aerobic biological cultures are composed of microorganisms dispersed in a multi-phase fluid
medium which is water full of soluble nutrients for their survival and growth. In addition
to nutrition supply, microorganisms need oxygen to respirate which can be transported to
them through an air/liquid free surface or dispersed air bubbles. Thus, biological processes
are inherently three-phase. However, due to the complexity of solving a three-phase flow
problem and its computational intensity, most of the research done computationally in this
area, assume two-phase. Current approaches to modeling two-phase flows are discussed in
Section 2.2 of this thesis.
The focus of this literature review is past approaches to modeling multi-phase hydro-
dynamics in stirred-tank bioreactors. The different approaches taken in literature can be
broken down into three categories:
1. The interface tracking method where the fluids share an interface with no inter-
penetration and the interface is solved to capture the transfer between the phases
[10, 42]
2. The Euler-Lagrange approach where the fluid is treated as a continuum but the
dispersed phase is treated as discrete particles [43, 44].
3. The Euler-Euler model where the fluids are approximated as inter-penetrating con-
tinua and are solved separately [12, 45, 46].
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3.1 Interface Tracking Methods
Another method that is used to simulate multi-phase flows is the interface tracking method.
As the name implies, in an interface tracking method, the interface between the phases is
captured. This method is well suited for immiscible fluids and segregated flows. However,
for large-scale dispersed systems, this approach becomes infeasible due to the study of all
of the interfaces between the fluid and the dispersed phase.
The volume of fluid (VOF) is an interface tracking method used in multi-phase systems
to track and locate the fluid-fluid interface(s). The VOF model requires the least compu-
tational effort compared to the other multi-phase models mentioned above. This is due to
1) no interpenetration between the phases is assumed [36] 2) a single momentum equation
needs to be solved as the phases share the same velocity and pressure at the interface [36].
The volume of fluid method is classified as an Eulerian method [47] characterized by
a grid that is either stationary or non-stationary. In the case of non-stationary mesh, the
mesh moves in a certain way to accommodate the interface evolution. VOF proceeds in
two steps [48]:
1. Reconstruction of the interface shape: the interface is approximated using the infor-
mation on the volume fraction in each cell.
2. Advection of the reconstructed interface in a given velocity field. This results in
exchanging the volume of the reference phase across the boundary of neighboring
grids.
The volume of fluid method is commonly used in shake flasks, microtiter plates or
wave-mixed bioreactors rather than stirred tank bioreactors [36].
Brüning and Botz [10] used the volume of fluid method alongside the continuity and
Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible fluids (the process was considered isothermal)
to simulate a milliliter-scale stirred tank bioreactor for a gas-liquid system (the effects of
microorganisms were neglected). Initially, the gas phase was located in the headspace of
the tank, and a free surface was formed where they met. The volume fraction of the liquid
was assumed 1 below the free surface and 0 above it. In their work, the interphase mass
transfer was analyzed for the performed simulations as the mixing began.
The oxygen mass transfer coefficient, kLa, was calculated in the simulations by deriving







Where DL = 2.3× 10−9 m2/s is a molecular diffusion coefficient of oxygen in water [50]. ε
is the spatial discretization error determined by Richardson extrapolation [51]:
ε ≈ f1 − f2
rp − 1
(3.2)
This method allows using solutions on grids with different refinements to estimate ε. f1 is
the solution of the fine grid and f2 is the coarse grid solution. r is the refinement factor
and p is the order of convergence.
The calculated oxygen mass transfer was compared to the experimental results and a







However, the values reported for the constant of proportionality in the literature vary
between 0.3 and 0.46 [52, 53].
In Reference [42], the volume of fluid method was used to simulate a 5 L stirred tank
bioreactor for stem cell expansion. Stem cells are highly sensitive to shear stress and
perform better under slightly hypoxic conditions. Therefore, the purpose of this work was
to capture the produced shear stress in the domain for the rotational speed of 60 RPM
with no dispersed gas (using the oxygen in the headspace of the tank) to see the system’s
feasibility for an actual culture. 2.2 L of a 5 L tank was filled with liquid phase (no
biomass).
In this work, both the free surface deformation method and the rigid free surface method
were simulated to determine whether the simplified approach is acceptable. However, the
results showed dependence on the state of the flow (i.e., transient or fully-developed).
To accurately capture the details of the local flow structure to enable precise calculation
of produced shear in the domain, the large eddy simulation (LES) method was employed.
The Large-eddy simulation is a turbulence method where eddies larger than the filter length
are solved via direct numerical simulation (DNS), and eddies smaller than filter length are
modeled [54]. When the DNS was not applicable (large eddies), the eddy viscosity (non-
zero) was incorporated into the calculation of shear stress:
τ = (µ+ µT )|S| (3.4)






In conclusion, the calculated shear stresses were larger than the stem cells tolerance
according to literature [55].
3.2 Euler-Lagrange Approach
The Euler-Lagrange approach has the benefit of accurately resolving the motion of an
individual droplet/particle in a continuous domain. However, for large-scale simulations
and dense populations of the dispersed phase, it can be expensive or computationally
infeasible depending on the system.
Lapin [43] applied the Euler-Lagrange approach to characterize a heterogeneous cell
population behavior in a stirred tank bioreactor under non-ideal mixing conditions. The
main focus of this work was to capture the complex interactions between the extracellular
environment and the cell itself. In order to do so, complex and non-linear equations were
provided and solved 1) to predict the intracellular state of a single cell along its trajectory
and 2) to describe the transport processes across the cell membrane (i.e., substrate uptake
rate and product discharge).
100 000 cell particles were simulated inside a 68 L tank using the EL approach. The
below equations were proposed for the system, under the assumption that the turbulent




The above equation shows the convective movement of each cell. The random movement




Where ∆xi is the random jump in one direction (x, y or z) happening in duration of ∆t,
DT is the local eddy diffusivity as a function of turbulent kinetic energy (k) and energy
dissipation rate (ε), and ξi is a random number with the variance value of 1.
Intracellular concentration balance equation is also introduced into the model to predict
the intracellular composition of a single cell along its trajectory:
dcin,m
dt
= Amrm(cin,m(t), cex(x, t)) (3.8)
Here, cin,m is the concentration vector of the intracellular compounds inside an individual
cell m at time t and cex is the concentration vector of the extracellular compounds at the
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position of the cell x and time t. The cex is included in the intracellular concentration
balance equation to account for the substrate uptake and product discharge transport
across the cell membrane. Am is the stoichiometric matrix of the metabolic reactions in
cell m and rm is the intracellular reaction rates vector which is a non-linear function of
cin,m and cex.
The substrate uptake and product discharge transport processes are also included in the
Euler simulation of the extracellular state (liquid phase), see Eqn. (3.9). This equation
accounts for convection, turbulent diffusion, and the coupling between the extracellular
and the intracellular metabolism of the cells:
∂cex(x)
∂t
+ (u∇)cex(x) = ∇ · (DT∇cex(x)) + S(x) (3.9)
Where S(x) is a sink/source term. It is defined as the vector of net transport rates across
the membrane of all cells present at position x. S(x) is obtained by multiplying the sum
of all intercellular concentration balance equations by the Dirac delta function, to declare




Amrm(cin(t), cex(x, t)) δ(x− xm) (3.10)
Where Nc is the total number of cells and Vm is the volume of a single simulated cell.
The numerical solution of the problem, Equations (3.6)-(3.9), was challenging due to:
1. Highly non-linear equations, Eqn. (3.8) and S(x) in (3.9).
2. The system is stiff because of Eqn. (3.8) and the diffusion term in Eqn. (3.9).
3. The number of equations after discretization is quite large due to the system’s three-
dimensional nature and consideration of a large number of cells (100 000) to achieve
meaningful results.
Lastly, by overcoming all the mentioned obstacles, they simulated a stirred tank biore-
actor containing 100 000 yeast cells, results are shown in Figure 3.1. This figure provides
snapshots of the combined spatial and temporal dynamics of the intracellular state of the
cell population in the bioreactor for a turbulent flow (165 RPM) and a low-turbulence
condition (55 RPM). The results demonstrate that the extracellular coupling mechanism
acts poorly as the intensity of mixing decreases.
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Figure 3.1: Distribution and movement of 100 000 yeast cells inside a three-dimensional
stirred tank bioreactor in time. a) Ni = 165 RPM b) Ni = 55 RPM. The colors indicate
the concentration of the intracellular NADH, which increases from magenta (0.1 mM) via
cyan, green, and yellow to red (0.22 mM) [43]
3.3 Euler-Euler Model
The Euler-Euler model is an attractive approach for modeling large-scale stirred tank
bioreactors. This is because it is the least computationally intensive for the dispersed sys-
tems compared to the Euler-Lagrange model and the interface tracking methods mentioned
above. In this section, some of the literature on modeling stirred tank bioreactors using
the Euler-Euler model are reviewed.
Reference [12] employed the Euler-Euler model to simulate the hydrodynamics and
mass transfer inside a 0.18 m3 stirred tank bioreactor filled with water and dispersed air
bubbles. The conservation of mass and momentum were solved for each of the phases (tem-
perature was assumed constant during the operation) and the coupling between the phases
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was achieved through pressure and interfacial exchange coefficients. The only considered
interphase momentum transfer term was the drag force acting on the bubbles. The drag
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ρl is the water density, ug is the gas phase velocity, ul is the liquid velocity, db is the
average bubble diameter, and µl is water viscosity.
Additionally, oxygen mass transfer was evaluated using the kLa parameter. To calculate
the kLa values from the CFD simulations, Higbie’s penetration theory was employed to
estimate kL. Higbie’s model expresses the liquid-side mass transfer coefficient, kL, in terms
of molecular diffusivity of the gas into the liquid phase (DAB) and contact time between
the phases (θ), see Eqn. (3.13) [56]. The transfer process is assumed to be under unsteady-
state condition. The interfacial area, a, was expressed as a function of the local gas fraction
and the local Sauter diameter, d32. Sauter diameter is given by Eqn. (3.14), where di is















In this work, the biomass and its effects were neglected entirely. Two sets of simu-
lations were performed under mammalian cell culture operating conditions for two types
of impellers. The simulation results were compared against each other and experimental
kLa values, measured from an aqueous medium containing 1.46 g/L K2HPO4 and 0.4 g/L
KH2PO4 to buffer the potential pH changes.
Ding et al. [45] used the gas-liquid Euler-Euler model to evaluate the role of hydrody-
namics in the design and optimization of a stirred tank bioreactor (17 L) in biohydrogen
production. They assumed a homogeneous mixture of substrate and activated sludge for
the liquid phase, where all the components shared the same mean velocity, pressure, and
temperature fields. The produced biogas by the fermentation process presented the gas
phase in the system. The biogas bubbles were assumed spherical with a mean diameter
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of 1 mm. The conservation equations were solved for each phase separately, and the drag
force was the only considered momentum transfer term between the phases (drag coeffi-
cient formulation was not provided). In this study, the effect of activated sludge was only
acknowledged in the physical characteristics of the homogeneous mixture. Two sets of sim-
ulations were performed for two types of impellers. The simulation results were compared
against each other, and for the sake of validation, the simulated residence time distribution
(RTD) was compared to experimental results and showed good agreement.
There is literature on utilizing the Euler-Euler model to simulate micro-carries inside
a stirred tank bioreactor. Micro-carriers are support matrices for the growth of adherent
cells in bioreactors [46, 57]. They are larger than cells, 100 − 300µm in diameter, with
similar densities. Delafosse et al. [46] analyzed solid-liquid suspension of micro-carriers
inside a 1.12 L hemispherical bottom stirred tank bioreactor. They used Cytodex-1 micro-
carriers (dp = 162µm and ρp = 1020kg/m
3) with a solid concentration of 10% to solve
the solid-liquid system. The conservation equations were solved for each phase separately.
The drag force was considered as the only momentum exchange term between the phases.









−2.65(us − ul) (3.15)
Where αs is the volume fraction of the solid phase, αl is the liquid phase volume fraction,
us and ul are the solid phase and liquid phase velocities, respectively. ρl is the liquid
density and dp is the diameter of a micro-carrier. CD is the drag coefficient and it is a










To consider the solid particles maximum packing limit (αs,max), the granular model
was used in the simulations. The granular model considers the maximum packing limit
by introducing a solid pressure term ∇Ps into the solid phase momentum equation. The
particle-particle interaction force in the solid phase momentum equation was modeled by
Syamlal [58].
The simulation results and experiments were compared against each other with respect
to solid spatial distribution and just-suspended agitation rate (Njs), which is the minimum
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impeller speed necessary for all solid particles to maintain off-bottom suspension. The
presented modeling approach showed a reasonable estimation of Njs and failed to predict
the solid spatial distribution inside the vessel accurately. By analyzing the solid spatial
distribution results for agitation rates below Njs, the volume of the bioreactor can be
divided into three regions based on the suspension concentration, shown in Figure 3.2.
1. A clear layer below the free surface at the top of the tank (dark blue region), αs ≈ 0.
2. A homogeneous bulk zone (the majority of the tank), αs < αs,max.
3. A packed bed of motionless carriers at the bottom of the tank, αs = αs,max.
The solid concentration in the packed bed region is underestimated for N < Njs and is
overestimated for N > Njs.
Figure 3.2: Liquid-solid decomposition into three zones for N = 50 rpm. A clear region at
the top, a homogeneous bulk in the middle, and a packed bed region at the bottom [46].
In conclusion, the interface tracking methods are not feasible for large-scale simula-
tion of dispersed flows as the resolution of all interfaces between the phases are required
[36]. Additionally, for the Euler-Lagrange model to be computationally feasible only a few
thousands of cells can be considered which is insignificant compared to the actual num-
ber of cells in an industrial process [43]. Lastly, the Euler-Euler gas-liquid simulations
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lacked to encounter the effect of the biomass in the system and cannot provide an accurate
presentation of a microbiological three-phase flow.
In order to enable a computationally suitable model that encompasses all the three
phases, a hybrid three-phase model is developed in this work. This hybrid model approxi-
mates the continuous liquid and the dispersed microorganism phase as a single “mixture”
using the drift-flux model. Then, the two-phase Euler-Euler model is used to model this




As was mentioned in previous sections, three phases are present inside an aerobic bioreac-
tor:
• A continuous liquid medium which is the host for cells to feed and grow.
• A dispersed solid phase which is the microorganism particles inside the tank.
• A dispersed gas phase which includes the air or oxygen bubbles for microorganisms
aspiration.
The inherent character of microorganisms is such that they have similar density to the
medium and they are micron-scale small. Consequently, biological multi-phase processes
are different from the traditional two-phase and three-phase flows with dispersed gas and
solid phases where there is a combination of a large density difference and macroscopic
particles. In this chapter, a hybrid multi-phase model is presented which leverages the
unique character of the dispersed solid/microorganism phase in biological processes through
the combination of two existing multi-phase models: drift-flux (Section 2.2.3) and Euler-
Euler (Section 2.2.2). In the presented approach, schematized in Figure 4.1, the continuous
liquid phase (medium) and dispersed solid phase (biomass) are treated as a multi-phase
“mixture” using the drift-flux model and appropriate closures for the viscous stress [23].
The continuous two-phase mixture is then treated as the continuous phase with a dispersed
gas phase using the Euler-Euler model. This approach enables simulation on industrial
scales with even less computational complexity than treating all three phases using the
Euler-Euler model, without significant loss of accuracy.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the multi-phase break down for solving biological three-
phase flow
4.1 Continuous Medium and Dispersed Microorgan-
ism Using the Drift-Flux Model
The drift-flux model [23] is used to solve the biomass-medium (solid-liquid) composition
of the system. As discussed in detail in Section 2.2.3, the basic concept of the drift-flux
model is to approximate a multi-phase flow as a single-phase mixture with respect to the
conservation of momentum. This requires approximations or closures for both (i) the “drift-
flux” of the dispersed phase with respect to the continuous phase and (ii) the viscous stress
for the mixture (depending on the velocity and composition). This approach is clearly
simpler than the Euler-Euler model, which involves the solution of the conservation of
momentum of each of the two phases simultaneously. The drift-flux model is a reasonable
approximation for treating the biomass dispersed in medium multi-phase flows due to:
1. the density of the microorganisms is comparable to the carrier fluid - medium density
is 1000 kg/m3, biomass density is 1050 kg/m3
2. the microorganisms are micron-scale small (40 µm in diameter) which means they
have a very high surface area-to-volume ratio, such that drag from the continuous
phase is very significant.
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For the mentioned reasons the biomass is almost neutrally buoyant, where the buoyancy
force shown a for single microorganism is,
FB = mpg = (ρp − ρl)Vpg = 1.644× 10−11N (4.1)
where Vp is volume of a cell and g is the standard gravity 9.81m
2/s. To quantify the
competition between the buoyancy force and drag experienced by a single microorgan-






where (l0/u0) is the characteristic fluid flow timescale, l0 is the characteristic length of the






For small Stokes numbers (St 1), the biomass particles will “follow” the fluid and the
buoyancy and drag forces will be balanced, with respect to the hydrodynamic timescale.
Conversely, if St  1 the microorganism may not always follow the fluid [46]. These two
extreme cases are illustrated in Figure 4.2.
In this work, the Stokes number is much less than unity for all the tested conditions
(see Section 6.3), meaning the biomass-medium composition can be approximated as a
homogeneous mixture.
The drift-flux model is ideal for multi-phase flows where St 1. In the following model,
the subscript m denotes the “mixture”, subscript s denotes the solid phase (biomass),
subscript l denotes the liquid phase (medium), and (later) the subscript g denotes the
gas phase (air bubbles). For convenience, the defined parameters for the drift-flux model
formulation are once again repeated here from Section 2.2.3.





udr = αlur (4.6)
τm = Σαkτ k (4.7)
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Figure 4.2: Lagrangian particle paths for varying Stokes numbers [59].
For an isothermal two-phase flow the formulation is as follows [23]: Mixture continuity




+∇ · (ρmum) = 0 (4.8)
Dispersed phase continuity equation is formulated in terms of the mixture velocity and
drift flux (closure in closed-form),
∂αsρs
∂t




Mixture conservation of momentum equation is formulated in terms of the mixture velocity
and drift flux (closure in closed-form),
∂ρmum
∂t





udrudr) + ρmg (4.10)
The drift-flux model requires an accurate closure for the drift velocity, which captures
the relative motion between the phases. By leveraging Newton’s second law of motion,
ΣF = ma (4.11)
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By considering major acting forces on a particle inside the domain, the relative velocity
can be derived in closed form for St 1. The dominant acting forces on a particle inside
a stirred tank bioreactor are, see Figure 4.3:
Figure 4.3: Major acting forces on a cell particle inside a stirred tank bioreactor.
Centrifugal force is generated by the agitation system inside the tank. It is an
orthogonal force to the axis of rotation that is felt by a particle moving in a curved path.
To calculate the centrifugal force, centrifugal acceleration is required. By writing the
equations of motion in cylindrical coordinates and making the assumptions of uθ = uθ(r),










2/r is the centrifugal acceleration, ac. Hence, centrifugal force is:






where m is the “effective net weight” of a submerged particle in a fluid which is the
difference in densities of the particle and its surrounding fluid times the volume of the
particle, (ρd − ρc) Vp [16].
Buoyancy force is described by Archimedes’ principle, and it is the exerted force on
a submerged body. The buoyancy force is equal to the weight of the displaced fluid, and
it acts in the opposite direction of gravity vector (gz).
FB = (ρs − ρl) Vp g ez (4.14)
Drag force is generated when a relative velocity between the two contacting phases
exists. The difference in velocity is caused by the imbalance of pressure and shear forces
at the interface. Drag acts in the opposite direction of the relative motion of the particle




ρlA|ul − us|(ul − us) (4.15)
A is the projected cross-section area of the particle perpendicular to the flow direction
which is a circle for sphere shaped particles. CD is the drag coefficient and it is a function





dp is the particle diameter and µl is the viscosity of the liquid phase. As can be seen in
Figure 4.4, drag coefficient is large at low particle Reynolds numbers and becomes smaller
as the Rep increases. For Rep greater than 10
3, CD has a steady value around approximately
0.5 [60].
Including all the mentioned three forces acting on a microorganism, the net force is:
ΣF = FC + FB + FD = mp
dus
dt













ρlA|ul − us|(ul − us)︸ ︷︷ ︸
drag force
(4.17)
Again, for small Stokes numbers (St  1) the dispersed phase is in equilibrium with






Figure 4.4: Drag coefficient (CD) vs. particle’s Reynolds number (Re) [61].
Therefore Eqn. (4.17) becomes:
CD
2
ρlA |us − ul| (us − ul) ≈ Vp (ρs − ρl)
u2θ
r
er + Vp (ρs − ρl) gez (4.19)
This means that the drag force is opposing the net force of buoyancy and centrifugal forces,
see Figure 4.3. The above equation is in cylindrical coordinate and needs to be converted
into Cartesian coordinate for implementation purposes. The following equations are used
for the conversion:















where r, x, and y are the components of position vectors, uθ, ux, and uy are the components
of the mass-averaged mixture velocity vectors. By applying the above conversions and
assigning ur = us − ul, Eqn. (4.19) becomes:
CD
2













To find the relative velocity from Eqn. (4.24), first the drag coefficient should be ac-
knowledged. As the St  1, particles will follow their surrounding fluid and hence the
relative velocity has a small magnitude and due to the microscopic nature of microorgan-
isms (dp = 40 µm), particle Reynolds number will be smaller than 1. By looking at Figure





However, in this work, in order to account for the presence of other particles, the liquid
phase viscosity is replaced by the mixture apparent viscosity µm in the definition of particle











































To summarize, the above correlation for relative velocity varies spatially in the domain
and it is derived from all the considered acting forces on a particle inside a stirred tank
bioreactor. Since drift velocity is the parameter accounting for the relative motion between
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4.2 Inclusion of the Dispersed Gas Phase Using the
Euler-Euler Model
Inside a stirred tank bioreactor, the gas phase is dispersed in the biological mixture in
the form of distributed air bubbles. The density of the air bubbles (≈ 10 kg/m3) is
considerably smaller than the biological mixture (≈ 1005 kg/m3). Since the gas phase is
very positively buoyant due to the large density difference, it does not follow the carrier
fluid path. Therefore, it needs to be treated explicitly, unlike the dispersed microorganism
phase, in order to accurately capture its motion. The Euler-Euler model, composed of
the continuous medium/dispersed microorganism mixture and dispersed gas, is used to
formulate the full three-phase multi-phase model.
The Euler-Euler model is described in Section 2.2.2, where each phase has its own set of
conservation equations which are coupled together through interphase transfer terms [23].
The set of conservation equations for each phase are provided here with the assumption of
no mass transfer between the phases and no temperature gradient (an isothermal process).
First, for the mixture phase the conservation of mass and momentum are (keep in
mind that the mixture density, and mixture stress tensor are all phase-averaged),
∂ρm
∂t
+∇ · (ρmum) = 0 (4.30)
∂(ρmum)
∂t
+∇ · (ρmumum) = −αm∇Pm +∇ · τm + ρmg + Mm + (Pi − Pm)∇αm (4.31)
where um is the mass-averaged mixture velocity from Eqn. (4.5), ρm is the mixture
density defined in Eqn. (4.4), and αm is the summation of the volume fraction of the
biomass (αs) and the medium (αl). The viscous stress tensor of the mixture τm is given
by Eqn. (4.7), Pm is the mixture pressure, and Pi is the interfacial pressure between the
air bubbles and the medium. It is assumed that each bubble is entirely surrounded by the
liquid phase. The interphase momentum transfer term between the mixture and the air
bubbles is Mm.
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+∇.(αgρgug) = 0 (4.32)
∂(αgρgug)
∂t
+∇ · (αgρgugug) = −αg∇Pi +∇ · (αgτ g) + αgρgg + Mg (4.33)
where ug is the gas phase velocity, ρg is the air density, and αg is the volume fraction
of the air bubbles. τ g is the gas phase stress tensor, Pi is the interfacial pressure between
the air bubbles and the medium, the pressure of the dispersed phase is approximated by
the interfacial pressure (Pg ≈ Pi), and Mg is the interphase momentum source term.
For the phasic fractions we have:
αm + αg = αl + αs + αg = 1 (4.34)
where αs is the volume fraction of the solid phase (biomass) and αl is the volume fraction
of the liquid phase (medium).
The interfacial pressure can be calculated by volume averaging the solution of potential
flow around a single bubble. The interfacial pressure is,
Pi = Pm − CPρmur · ur (4.35)
where CP is the interfacial pressure coefficient. For a uniform distribution of air bubbles,
CP = 0.25 [25]. This is approximated by using the inviscid flow solution around the bubble.
The interphase momentum transfer term, M, is the sum of forces from different modes of
momentum transfer. In order to close the conservation equations, this momentum transfer
term, M, must be defined. The major modes of momentum transfer for a gas-liquid multi-
phase flow are the drag force, the virtual mass force, the lift force and the wall lubrication
force [23].
M = Mdrag + Mvirtual mass + Mlift + Mwall (4.36)
Given that the momentum exchange between the phases is equal in value and opposite in
direction, the sum of momentum exchange terms between the phases is zero:
Mm + Mg = 0 (4.37)
The drag force term is the sum of two forces on a dispersed bubble:
1. Form drag, the effect of non-uniform pressure distribution over a dispersed bubble.
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2. Skin drag, the effect of viscous stresses along the bubble surface.
For a dispersed spherical bubble, the drag force formulation for the momentum transfer








where CD is the drag coefficient, rd is the ratio of the volume to projected area of the
bubble, and ur is the relative velocity between the mixture phase and the gas phase,








Where db is the bubble diameter.
The virtual mass term in Eqn. (4.36) appears when a bubble moves with a relative
velocity in the carrier fluid and it drags a body of the fluid along in its wake. This has the
effect of adding extra mass to the bubble, hence the term virtual mass. The added mass
is considerable when some acceleration of the bubble occurs relative to the mixture phase,
as the added mass also needs to be accelerated [62]. The virtual mass force term is given
by:











are the material derivatives of the
gas and the mixture phases, respectively.
The lift force in Eqn. (4.36) is a force perpendicular to the main flow direction that
is exerted on bubbles and governs the transverse movement of them in the mixture fluid.
The lift force is a result of asymmetric pressure distribution and shear forces around the
bubbles. The expression for the momentum transfer due to the lift force is [63]:
Mm,lift = αgρmCLur × (∇× um) (4.41)
where CL is the lift coefficient.
The wall lubrication force in Eqn. (4.36) is a wall effect that appears in gas-liquid
bubbly flows. When the liquid phase wets the wall and a bubble rises adjacent to the wall,
asymmetric liquid drainage occurs around the bubble. This is due to the no-slip condition
on the wall, as the side closer to the wall will drain slower. This asymmetric drainage
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forms a hydrodynamic force normal to the wall, which pushes the bubble away from the
wall [64]. The wall lubrication force term is represented by [65]:
Mm,wall = αgρmCW |ur − (ur · nw) nw|2nw (4.42)




5.1 Hindered Settling Velocity Comparison
In this chapter, the mixture portion of the model is validated. The validation was performed
using hindered settling velocity in dilute solutions of spherical solid particles. Hindered
settling velocity is a phenomenon that states the presence of other particles in a flow
reduces the settling velocity of a particle [66]. Unfortunately, no experimental setup is
available for a combination of cells and liquid phase without the presence of a gas phase.
In aerobic digestion, microorganisms need oxygen for their metabolic reactions and since
oxygen solubility in water is poorly, the presence of a gas phase in the system becomes
essential. On the other hand, in anaerobic digestion, bacteria produce biogas, e.g. methane,
as a byproduct. Therefore, full validation of the model can be arranged after supplementing
the system with a gas phase, which is a future work of this project.
5.1.1 Computed Hindered Settling Velocity
The equation of motion on a particle inside the tank is given by Eqn. (4.17). In the









At the equilibrium state, the velocity of the dispersed phase is the terminal velocity, which
is the measured parameter in experiments. Terminal velocity is the maximum achieved
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velocity for a particle falling through a fluid and occurs when the drag force opposes the
gravitational force, see Figure 5.1.
CD
2
ρcA|ud|ud = Vp(ρd − ρc)g (5.2)




(ρd − ρc) g (5.3)
The above correlation can also be achieved by assigning ux, uy, and uc to zero in Eqn.
(4.28) as the fluid is not moving and the velocity components in x and y directions are
zero.
Figure 5.1: Schematic of terminal velocity of a particle. FD is the drag force and FG is the
gravitational force [67].
In the computed hindered settling velocity, the parameter accounting for the presence
of other particles is the apparent viscosity, µm. As it was mentioned in Section 2.1, the
apparent viscosity is a function of dispersed phase volume fraction, αd. This relationship
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depends on the type and concentration of the particles in a solution. For the tested cases
in this work, the apparent viscosity is given by [13]:
µm = µc(1 + 2.5αd + 5.2αd
2) (5.4)
Based on the above correlation, apparent viscosity increases by increasing dispersed phase
volume fraction as they are directly related. Additionally, increase in apparent viscosity
causes the terminal velocity in Eqn. (5.3) to decrease. This behaviour has also been
observed in experiments and it is discussed in the next subsection.
5.1.2 Experimental Data of Hindered Settling Velocity in Dilute
Solutions
To validate the model, the hindered settling velocity from our model was compared to an
experiment with similar particle diameter range and density value. Experiments performed
in Ref [68] present the measured mean hindered velocity of monodispersed sphere particles
as a function of Pèclet number. Pèclet number characterizes the strength of convection to
the strength of diffusion, see Eqn. (5.5). For Pe 1, Brownian motion is significant and
the particle arrangements are random. For Pe 1, the suspension becomes more uniform






Where a is the particle’s radius, U 0 is the Stokes velocity, and D0 is the Stokes-Einstein





Where kB is the Boltzmann constant , T is the absolute temperature, and µ is the fluid








In the experiments done by Ref. [68], five different polystyrene particle sizes were
suspended in water at 20 ± 0.1 ◦C. Table 5.1 shows the radius, density, and the Pèclet
number of these five samples.
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Table 5.1: Experimental parameters in Ref [68]. Radius is in µm and density is in kg/m3.
Sample Radius Density Pe
PS1 20.94± 0.42 1052 9.8× 104
PS2 10.15± 0.2 1052 5.4× 103
PS3 7.45± 0.15 1052 1.6× 103
PS4 2.55± 0.02 1052 2.1× 101
PS5 1.05± 0.02 1052 6.8× 10−1
The samples were carried out in 1.5 ml or 5 ml screw-top vials for volume fractions
in the range of 5 × 10−5 to 5 × 10−2 for each particle size. The ratio of the smallest
vial dimension to the particle radius was reported to be greater than 350. Therefore, the
retarding effect of the container wall is negligible [69]. This ratio is much higher in the
simulations done in this project (≈ 3000). The sedimentation velocity of each sample was
determined by mapping the settling speed of the particle-supernatant interface using an
equipment called cathetometer.
Figure 5.2: Normalized sedimentation velocity U/U0 vs. volume fraction of spheres Φ.
Solid squares are particles with Pe = 4.8 × 10−2, solid circles are particles with Pe =
6.8× 10−1, stars are particles with Pe = 2.1× 101, open triangles are particles with Pe =
1.6×103, open diamonds are particles with Pe = 5.4×103, open squares are particles with
Pe = 9.8× 104, and open circles are particles with Pe = 8.5× 107 [68].
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Figure 5.2 shows the measured sedimentation velocity, U , of all five samples in [68] and
two added set of data points from literature (lowest and highest Pe numbers) normalized by
the Stokes velocity, U 0. The first obvious conclusion is, increase in dispersed phase volume
fraction decreases the settling velocity. By further examining the figure, two trends can be
seen for the settling velocity behavior as a function of particle’s volume fraction. For data
with Pèclet number less than 1, the hindered velocity can be approximated by Eqn. (5.8),
the solid line in Figure 5.2.
U
U 0
= (1− φ)6.55 (5.8)
Which has the form of Richardson-Zaki [70] correlation (5.9), where n is equal to 6.55.
U
U 0
= (1− φ)n (5.9)
For data with Pèclet number greater than 1, the hindered velocity can be estimated by






Figure 5.3 shows the comparison between the predicted normalized settling velocity
by our model (pink line) and the experimental results produced by Ref. [68] (yellow and
orange lines). The green line shows the normalized Stokes velocity. As can be seen in
the figure, the numerical model predicts well for low concentrations of the dispersed phase
(φ < 10−3) when Pe < 1. However, for the considered particles in this work, the Pèclet
number is greater than 1 and for Pe > 1, there is a significant deviation between the
experiments and numerical results.
The presented model in this work only considers the impacts of drag force (one-way
coupling) and changes in the apparent viscosity (with volume fraction) for the hindered
settling velocity. Therefore, the reasons for this deviation can be due to: 1) underestima-
tion of apparent viscosity by Eqn. (5.4), the settling velocity in Eqn. (5.3) is inversely
proportional to apparent viscosity, 2) underestimation of drag coefficient, drag coefficient is
also inversely proportional to settling velocity, and 3) not considering the effect of particle
motion on the flow (two-way coupling) and particle-particle collisions (four-way coupling)
during the settling process [71].
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Proposed model Normalized settling velocity
Normalized settling velocity for low Pe
Normalized settling velocity for high Pe
Figure 5.3: Comparison of computed hindered settling velocity and experimental results.
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Chapter 6
Stirred Tank Bioreactor Simulation
In this chapter the drift-flux model for medium with dispersed microorganisms (Section
4.1) is used to simulate the hydrodynamics of a stirred tank bioreactor (without gas sparg-
ing, for the simulations provided in this chapter αs + αl = 1). The material properties,
operating conditions, and geometry are first described, followed by a brief overview of
the numerical methods used to solve the resulting well-posed nonlinear partial differen-
tial equation system. Simulation results are then presented for different impeller rotation
rates and microorganism loading (reactor volume fraction) and compared to experimental
results.
6.1 Geometry and Process Conditions
Stirred tank bioreactors typically follow general guidelines in order to optimize mixing and
reduce power consumption [2]. The stirred tank bioreactor used in this project, has a
working volume of 1.2 L with a hemispherical bottom and a height to diameter ratio of 1.
Additionally, a single impeller is mounted from the top of the tank, along with six baffles
attached radially to the interior walls, see Figure 6.1.
The standard design ratios [72] were mostly used to design baffles and the impeller
blades, see Figure 6.2. A six-bladed Rushton turbine impeller, which is the most common
impeller used in stirred tank bioreactors [33, 73], with a diameter of 5 cm was placed at
the center of the tank with a distance of 5 cm from the bottom of the vessel. Six evenly
distributed baffles were included, each with a height of 9 cm. The reason behind choosing
six baffles was to slightly simplify the meshing process. All the geometrical dimensions of
the tank are provided in Table 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of the modeled stirred tank bioreactor
Table 6.1: Geometrical measurements
equipment measurement (cm)
Tank height 12
Tank diameter Dt 12
Impeller diameter Di 5
Baffle height 9
Baffle width Wb 1.2
Blade width Wi 3
Blade length Li 1
The physical properties used in the simulations are summarized in Table 6.2. An
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Figure 6.2: Standard design ratios for bioreactor design [74].
average mammalian cell diameter and density are considered as the biomass (dispersed
phase) physical characteristics. The process is assumed isothermal with no mass transfer
Table 6.2: Physical properties
Property Value
Biomass density (kg/m3) 1050 [75]
Liquid density (kg/m3) 1000
Liquid viscosity (Pa.s) 8.9× 10−4
Biomass diameter (m) 40 ×10−6
between the phases and reaction. All the boundaries in the domain are walls with no inlet
or outlet (batch process). The initial condition for velocity is that the fluid is at rest; the
impeller is assumed to be stationary for t < 0. For numerical convenience, the hydrostatic
pressure was introduced and solved instead of the static pressure [76]. The hydrostatic
pressure is defined as:
P ′ = P − ρgh (6.1)






+ u · ∇u
)
= −∇P ′ + µ(∇u) (6.2)
Since there is no flow penetrating the wall, there is no momentum flux through the wall.
Solving Eqn. (6.2) in the direction normal to the wall shows that without a momentum
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flux, there is no hydrostatic pressure gradient along this normal [77],
ns · ∇P ′ = 0 Pa/m (6.3)
Therefore, the zero-gradient boundary conditions were applied for the hydrostatic pressure.
The zero-gradient boundary condition was also applied for the volume fraction of the
dispersed phase (αd) since the momentum flux perpendicular to the wall is zero, Eqn. (6.4).
A uniform initial condition was set for αd (uniform distribution at t = 0, homogeneous
mixture) along with a maximum packing fraction of 0.65 [13]. The maximum packing
fraction was enforced by setting the maximum volume fraction of the dispersed phase to
the maximum packing fraction.
ns · ∇αd = 0 (6.4)
6.2 Biological Flow Simulation Setup
The simulation domain was represented using mostly hexahedron mesh elements generated
by the open-source package GMSH [78]. A sample mesh is shown in Figure 6.3, the mesh is
complete with boundary layer elements, where the nearest elements to the wall are thinner
in the direction normal to the wall. This is due to the no-slip boundary condition. Below
the impeller was meshed separately, see Figure 6.4. The mesh was generated with multiple
sub-domains, one of which enveloping the impeller with an axially symmetric mesh so that
the multiple reference frame (MRF) method could be used for impeller motion.
For mixing to occur in the tank, the impeller needs to rotate. To simulate rotation of the
impeller, one must rotate its corresponding mesh. Rotating the mesh is unstable and can be
problematic for convergence. By leveraging the Multiple Reference Frame (MRF) method,
the mesh movement is substituted by momentum sources in the stationary cells [76]. In
the MRF method, the Navier-Stokes equation in the rotating frame can be expressed by












Where Ω is the rotational speed, I denotes inertial, and R denotes rotating frames. For
the position vector, r, we have:
uI = uR + Ω× r (6.6)
Where uI is the velocity viewed from the inertial frame and uR is the velocity viewed from
the rotating frame. By substituting Eqn. (6.6) in Eqn. (6.2), the Navier-Stokes equation
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Figure 6.3: Mesh of the geometry visualized with cross-section in XY-plane (left) and the
top of the geometry in the XZ-plane (right).
Figure 6.4: Mesh of the center below the impeller.
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× r +∇ · (uR × uR) + 2Ω× uR︸ ︷︷ ︸
Coriolis force
+ Ω×Ω× r︸ ︷︷ ︸
Centrifugal force
 = −∇(P ′) + µ(∇uR)
(6.7)
In MRF method, the rotation is assumed to be steady [76]. Therefore, the above equation
simplifies to:
∇ · (uR × uR) + 2Ω× uR︸ ︷︷ ︸
Coriolis force
+ Ω×Ω× r︸ ︷︷ ︸
Centrifugal force
= −∇(P ′/ρ) + ν(∇uR) (6.8)
Figure 6.5 shows the performance of using the MRF method as the velocity streamlines
are moving in the domain at 90 RPM.
Figure 6.5: Multiple reference frame (MRF) method is used to capture the movement of
the impeller without moving the mesh.
All the simulations were performed using an open-source CFD software, built around
a finite volume approach, named OpenFOAM [79]. The Finite Volume Method (FVM) is a
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numerical technique that converts the partial differential equations representing conserva-
tion laws into discrete algebraic equations over finite volumes [80]. The first step in the
solution process is to discretize the geometry into non-overlapping elements [80]. Then the
partial differential equations are discretized into algebraic equations by integrating them
over each element and are solved to compute the values of the dependent variables.
The solver used for the simulations is driftFluxFoam, which solves a generalized drift-
flux model (Equations: (2.20), (2.21), (2.22)) using the merged PISO-SIMPLE (PIMPLE)
algorithm [81]. The solver was modified to include both the relevant mixture viscosity
model (Section 2.1), [13]:
µm = µc(1 + 2.5αd + 5.2αd
2) (6.9)


















udm is called the diffusion velocity and it was used in OpenFoam instead of the drift velocity.





The source code for these changes and configuration of the OpenFOAM solver are provided in
Appendix B . The convergence criteria for residuals were set to 10−6 for absolute tolerance
and 0.01 for relative tolerance.
6.3 Results and Discussion
Simulations were performed using physical properties in Table 6.2 and auxiliary conditions
mentioned in the previous section for three different impeller speeds (30, 60, and 90 RPM)
and reactor volume fractions of the dispersed phase (0.01, 0.05, and 0.10) specifying the
initial loading of the unit. For all the simulations, the impeller Reynolds number was
calculated using the impeller dimensions and mixture apparent viscosity, given in Eqn.
(2.27). The Reynolds number varied between 1084.11 and 4110.69, which indicates the
transitional and beginning of turbulent flow regimes [31]. Figure 6.6 shows the volume
fraction of the dispersed phase, αd, and the liquid velocity streamlines at various times
for 30 RPM impeller speed. The simulation starts with a uniform solution of αd = 0.10,
and as expected, at low impeller speeds, as time increases, the microorganisms start to
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settle, creating a non-uniform distribution. The blue region at the top of the tank shows
minimal values of αd and gets thicker with time. This represents the migration of biomass
towards the bottom due to the dominance of gravitational force over centrifugal force.
The red region at the bottom of the tank also expands with time, showing more settled
biomass. This behaviour has been witnessed experimentally for similar particles [46] and
its observation serves as qualitative experimental validation of the simulation results.
Figure 6.6: Evolution of the phase fraction and liquid velocity streamlines over time. Colors
denote αd. XZ-plane cross-section.
Figure 6.7 shows the cell distribution at 200 second simulation time for three different
impeller speeds. By considering the dispersed phase distribution bar on the right-hand side
of each bioreactor, one can conclude that increasing rotational speed results in less deviation
of αd from its initial value, in this case, 0.10. This means that the solution stays more
homogeneous during the operation for higher RPMs. However, the downsides of increasing
rotational speed are excessive produced shear which can harm the microorganisms by
breaking them apart [36], and power consumption. Just suspended impeller speed, Njs, is
the minimum impeller speed that will keep the solid particles off the bottom of the tank.











Where S is a dimensionless parameter depending on the impeller design and geometric
ratios. ν is the mixture kinematic viscosity and X is the solid loading (Ms/Mtotal × 100,
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wt/wt%). α = 0.1 , β = 0.45, γ = 0.2, δ = -0.85, and θ = 0.12 (for a Rushton turbine)
[82]. In Reference [82], S is defined as:




Where a and b are design parameters, 0.47 and 1.1 (for a Rushton turbine), respectively.
C/T is the ratio of impeller location from the bottom (deepest point) to the tank diameter.
By substituting the case parameters of this project into Equations (6.12) and (6.13), the
just suspended impeller speed, Njs for the highest loading (αd = 0.10) is approximately
143 RPM. However, the simulation results for 90 RPM show promising distribution of αd
as the mixture stays almost uniform after 200 second simulation time, see Figure 6.7.
Figure 6.7: Phase fraction and liquid velocity streamlines at 200 sec for different rotational
speeds. Colors denote αd. XZ-plane cross-section.
The mass-averaged mixture velocity, given by Eqn. (2.19), is shown in Figure 6.8
(colors represent the mixture velocity magnitude) for three rotational speeds at 200 sec
(αd = 0.10). As expected, increasing the impeller speed results in higher mixture velocity
magnitude and a more uniform velocity field. At 30 RPM, the mixture velocity at the top
of the tank has zero value, indicating a dead zone with no mixing, and the blue regions
near the bottom wall show the motionless settled microorganisms. On the other hand, at
90 RPM, the velocity field looks more uniform and homogeneous than the other two cases.
The Stokes number given by Eqn. (4.2) was calculated for all the cases simulated in this
work and it was much less than unity for all conditions tested, establishing the idea of
particles following the fluid path.
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Figure 6.8: Mixture velocity magnitude with velocity streamlines at 200 sec for different
rotational speeds (αd = 0.10). YZ-plane cross-section. Color represents the mass-averaged
mixture velocity magnitude.
The relative motion between the two phases is quantified by udm, formulated in Eqn.
(6.10). Figure 6.9 shows the udm in x, y, and z directions (colors denote udm components)
for 30 and 90 RPMs with αd = 0.10. As the figure displays, the udm,x and udm,y components
are zero everywhere except around the impeller where the centrifugal force is most felt by
the microorganisms. By comparing the 30 RPM and 90 RPM results, one can conclude
that the udm,x and udm,y components increase in value as the rotational rate increases. The
udm,z component is independent from rotational speed. This behaviour is expected as the
udm components in x and y directions are dependent on the centrifugal force and udm,z
relies only on the buoyancy force. Therefore, it stays the same for different RPMs.
The buoyancy force is dominant in the tested conditions in this work. This is seen in
Figure 6.9, as udm,z is 10 times greater than the maximum of udm,x and udm,y components
at 90 RPM, and it is two orders of magnitude higher than the maximum of udm,x and
udm,y at 30 RPM. Therefore, the magnitude of udm is highly influenced by udm,z, which is
a settling component and it is undesirable for biomass dispersion.
A scaling analysis of Eqn. (4.19) is performed to find the rotational speed at which the
centrifugal force becomes the dominant acting force on the particles. The dimensionless
quantities are defined as follows: ṽ = v/vs, v represents the relative velocity vector,
r̃ = r/rs, ω̃ = ω/ωs, ω is the velocity component in θ-direction. vs, rs, and ωs are the
scaling parameters representing characteristic relative velocity, characteristic length, and
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Figure 6.9: XY-plane cross-section for udm components in 90 and 30 RPMs. The left
column shows the results for 90 RPM and the right column shows the results for 30 RPM.
Colors represent udm components.
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er + Vp (ρs − ρl) gez (6.14)
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ez (6.15)
Now for the centrifugal force to be dominant, the scaling parameter in the centrifugal term
must be greater than the scaling parameter in gravitational term:





 2Vp (ρs − ρl) g
CDρlAvs2
(6.16)





rs is the tank radius, g is the gravitational acceleration, and ωs is the angular velocity
which is given by:
ωs = DiNi (6.18)
Where Di is the impeller diameter and Ni is the rotational rate (RPS). By solving Eqn
(6.17) for the presented system, the rotational rate at which the effect of centrifugal force
on a particle is greater than gravitational force is 207 RPM.
Figure 6.10 shows the hydrostatic pressure profile at 60 RPM, αd = 0.10. Due to the
small scale of the tank, the hydrostatic pressure does not change much in the XZ-plane.
However, a peak in pressure is observed around the outer walls as the moving fluid around
the impeller hits the baffles. The pressure around the impeller is observed in the XY-plane
cross-section. As expected, the pressure in front of the blades is greater than the pressure
behind them as they force the front-side fluid to move and leave a void behind (pressure
drop).
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Figure 6.10: Hydrostatic pressure profile with cross-section in XY-plane (left) and cross-
section in XZ-plane (left). At 60 RPM - 200 sec. Colors represent hydrostatic pressure.
6.4 Power Number Calculation and Validation
Power consumption is one of the most common approaches to validate a CFD model in
agitated tanks [83]. Computationally, the power consumption, P , is determined from the
torque applied by the impeller to its surrounding fluid [83]:
P = 2πNMz (6.19)
Where N is the impeller rotations per unit time (sec) and Mz denotes the axial component,
i.e., the axis of rotation (z-direction), of vector M . M is the overall moment of the stress




r× (π · n) dA (6.20)
AI is the surface of the impeller blades, r is the position vector, n is the unit vector normal
to the surface, and π is the stress tensor given by:
π = pI + τ (6.21)
p is the dynamic pressure, I is the identity tensor and τ is the stress deviator tensor of the
fluid.
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Figure 6.11 was employed as a reference to validate the achieved power number from
simulation results. In this figure, the ungassed power number vs. impeller’s Reynolds
number in Newtonian fluids is plotted for different impeller designs. The “standard” geo-
metrical ratios provided in Figure 6.2 were used for all the tested bioreactors in Reference
[72]. It is reported that scaling up or down does not effect the power number-Reynolds
number relationship as long as all the geometrical ratios stay the same [72]. Curve 1
represents the Rushton turbine impeller design and it is of interest here.
Figure 6.11: Ungassed power number vs. impeller Reynolds number for Newtonian fluids
[72]. w is the width of the blades and D is the impeller diameter.
In order to have a better comparison between the computed power number and ex-
periments, the proposed geometry in Section 6.1 was modified based on the “standard”
condition bioreactor, see Figure 6.12. This bioreactor has a flat bottom with height to
diameter ratio of 1 and four full-length baffles radially attached to its interior walls. A
six-bladed Rushton turbine was mounted on the top of the tank. Table 6.3 shows the
geometrical ratios in the modeled tank and the reference. Z is the liquid depth which here
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Figure 6.12: “Standard” condition bioreactor geometry and mesh.
is assumed to be the tank height, T is the diameter of the tank, D is the impeller diameter,
C is the distance of the impeller from the bottom of the tank, nb is the number of baffles,
wb is the width of the baffles and w is the width of the blades.
Table 6.3: Modeled geometry and “standard” geometry used in Ref. [72].







In this study, the torque value for each case was obtained using the forces function
in OpenFOAM. The forces function generates moment data for impeller and blade surfaces
by solving Eqn. (6.20). The moment data in the z-direction were extracted and plotted
in Figure 6.13. This figure shows the impeller torque for different rotational rates at αd =
0.10. As expected, the torque mean increases with RPM.
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To proceed with validation, the power number for each case in Figure 6.13 was calculated
using Equations (6.19) and (2.25) for the average torque after reaching steady-state. The impeller
Reynolds number, Rei, is given in Eqn. (2.27) where ρl is substituted by the mixture density
determined by Eqn. (2.18) and µl is substituted by the apparent mixture viscosity estimated by
Eqn. (6.9).
Table 6.4: Power number and impeller Reynolds number values for 30 RPM, 60 RPM, and
90 RPM at αd = 0.10
30 RPM 60 RPM 90 RPM
Np 2.54 2.80 2.81
Rei 1084.11 2168.23 3252.34
Table 6.4 shows the power number and impeller Reynolds number values for cases in Figure
6.13. Based on Figure 6.11 for the range of Reynolds number presented here, the power number
should be in between 3 and 5. However, the calculated power numbers for the simulations are
below that range. The underestimation of power number and overestimation of hindered settling
velocity, presented in Section 5.1.2, have one common parameter, the apparent viscosity. Power
number is the ratio of viscous forces to inertial. Therefore, underestimation of apparent viscosity
results in lower power number. Moreover, as it was mentioned in Section 5.1.2, the settling
velocity is inversely proportional to apparent viscosity and underestimation of apparent viscosity
causes overestimation of settling velocity.
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Figure 6.13: Torque vs time for 30 RPM (top), 60 RPM (middle), and 90 RPM (bottom).
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Conclusions
In this work, a “hybrid” three-phase model for biological multi-phase flows is developed to enable
the simulation of industrial-scale bioreactors. This model employs the drift-flux multi-phase
model for liquid/dispersed solid portion of a biological flow and uses the two-fluid (Euler-Euler)
model for the mixture-gas flow, where the mixture is the liquid/dispersed solid phase. The
proposed multi-phase model reduces the computational complexity of a biological multi-phase
flow simulation through reducing the number of partial differential equations that must be solved,
without significant loss in accuracy compared to a three-phase Euler-Euler formulation.
In the drift-flux model, the diffusion velocity, udm, captures the relative motion between the
phases. By considering all the major acting forces on a particle inside an agitated bioreactor
(centrifugal force, drag force, and buoyancy force), and Newton’s second law of motion, Eqn.
(6.10) was developed and implemented for the diffusion velocity. The diffusion velocity utilizes
the apparent viscosity of the two-phase “mixture” determined from experimentation [13], Eqn.
(6.9).
The “mixture” portion of the model was simulated inside a stirred tank bioreactor for three
rotational speeds (30, 60, and 90 RPM) and three biomass concentrations (αd = 0.01, 0.05, and
0.10). The results were then validated against experiments for: 1) hindered settling velocity
and 2) the impeller power number. The first validation showed decrease in hindered settling
velocity by increase in volume fraction. This was in agreement with empirical results, however,
an overestimation in the magnitude of settling velocity was observed. The second validation
showed an underestimation of the computed power number. Power number and hindered settling
velocity are both related to apparent viscosity. Power number is proportional to apparent viscosity
as it is defined by the ratio of viscous forces to inertial. On the other hand, hindered settling
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velocity is inversely proportional to apparent viscosity. By considering the estimation behaviour
of the model and its relationship to apparent viscosity, one can conclude that maybe apparent
viscosity was understated.
7.2 Future Work
The main set of recommendations for future work of this project are to complete the design of a
simulation-based industrial-sized bioreactor. In order to achieve this goal, future work includes
the following:
• Implementation of the gas phase - To complete a three-phase flow simulation, the gas
phase should be added to the system through an inlet, possibly a sparger.
• Implementation of mass transfer between the phases - One of the most critical
parameters in an aerobic bioprocess is the oxygen transfer rate and oxygen accessibility
during an operation [36]. The oxygen transfer between the air bubble-medium and the
medium-cell should be implemented. Additionally, the mass transfer between the medium-
cell for nutrient transfer should also be implemented.
• Implementation of metabolic reactions - The performance of a bioreactor can be
improved by leading the cell metabolism towards enhancement in yield, productivity, and
selectivity of the outcome product [84].
• High-density cell culture - Only low concentrations of biomass (αd ≤ 0.10) were studied
in this work. Increasing the biomass load of a process can result in non-Newtonian fluid
behavior, as shown in Figure 2.2. A viscosity model should be implemented to enable the
simulations of high-density cultures that mimics Bingham pseudoplastic fluid behavior.
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Appendix A
Derivation of the Drift Flux Model
From the Euler-Euler Model
A.1 Mixture Continuity Equation
In the Euler-Euler model there is a continuity equation for each phase [23]:
∂(α1ρ1)
∂t
+∇ · (α1ρ1u1) = 0 (A.1)
∂(α2ρ2)
∂t
+∇ · (α2ρ2u2) = 0 (A.2)
Adding the two above equations will result in:
∂(α1ρ1 + α2ρ2)
∂t
+∇ · (α1ρ1u1 + α2ρ2u2) = 0 (A.3)
By Ishii’s definition we have [23]:
ρm = α1ρ1 + α2ρ2 (A.4)
u1 = u1m + um (A.5)





α1ρ1u1m + α2ρ2u2m = 0 (A.8)
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Where α1 and α2 are the volume fraction of phase 1 and phase 2, ρ1 and ρ2 are the density of
phase 1 and phase 2, u1 and u2 are the velocity of phase 1 and phase 2, ρm is the mixture density,
um is the mixture velocity and u1m and u2m are the diffusion velocity of phase 1 and phase 2
respectively.
By substituting equations (A.5) and (A.6) in the second term of equation (A.3) we will have:
α1ρ1u1 + α2ρ2u2 = α1ρ1u1m + α1ρ1um + α2ρ2u2m + α2ρ2um (A.9)
By factoring out um and using equations (A.4) and (A.8), the above equation will be:
α1ρ1u1 + α2ρ2u2 = (α1ρ1 + α2ρ2)um = ρmum (A.10)
Hence the continuity equation is [23]:
∂ρm
∂t
+∇ · (ρmum) = 0 (A.11)
A.2 Mixture Momentum Equation
The momentum equation for each phase in the Euler-Euler model is [23]:
∂(α1ρ1u1)
∂t
+∇ · (α1ρ1u1u1) = −∇(α1P1) +∇ · (α1τ 1) + α1ρ1g + M1 (A.12)
∂(α2ρ2u2)
∂t
+∇ · (α2ρ2u2u2) = −∇(α2P2) +∇ · (α2τ 2) + α2ρ2g + M2 (A.13)














By substituting u1 from equation (A.5) and u2 from equation (A.6) into the mixture momentum







2 + 2[α1ρ1u1m + α2ρ2u2m]um + [α1ρ1 + α2ρ2]um
2 (A.16)
Using (A.4) and (A.8):
= α1ρ1u1mu1m + α2ρ2u2mu2m + ρmumum = Σαkρkukmukm + ρmumum (A.17)
In order to write the mixture momentum equation in terms of the drift velocity ukj , ukm needs
to be replaced. By using equations (A.4), (A.5), (A.7), (A.8), and assuming k to be the dispersed

















Drift velocity is defined as:
u2j = α1 (u2 − u1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ur
= α1ur (A.19)












By using equations (A.19) and (A.20) instead of ukm in (A.18):














The negative sign in the first term on the right hand side becomes positive as it is squared. By






















In the above equation, based on (A.4), the term in the bracket is equivalent to ρm/α1. Thus, we
have:















Therefore, equation (A.17) turns into:










For the left hand side, by definition we have:
α1τ 1 + α2τ 2 = τm (A.26)
By using (A.4) for the gravity term:
α1ρ1g + α2ρ2g = (α1ρ1 + α2ρ2)g = ρmg (A.27)
The momentum transfer terms between the two phases are equal in value and opposite in direction,
meaning:
M1 +M2 = 0 (A.28)
Hence, the mixture momentum equation has the form of:
∂ρmum
∂t








A.3 Dispersed Phase Continuity Equation




+∇ · (α2ρ2u2) = 0 (A.30)
From equations (A.6) and (A.20) we have:









u2j + um (A.31)






u2j + α2ρ2um) = 0 (A.32)
Thus, the continuity equation for the dispersed phase is:
∂(α2ρ2)
∂t
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7 ------------------------------------------------------------------
8 License
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23
24 Class








32 "Transport characteristics of suspension:
33 VIII. A note on the viscosity of Newtonian suspensions
34 of uniform spherical particles ".
35 D.G. Thomas ,




































71 // Protected data
72
73 //- quadraticMixture phase fraction











85 //- Construct from components
86 quadraticMixture
87 (
88 const word& name ,
89 const dictionary& viscosityProperties ,
90 const volVectorField& U,
91 const surfaceScalarField& phi ,









101 // Member Functions
102
103 //- Return the mixture viscosity
104 // given the viscosity of the continuous phase
105 tmp <volScalarField > mu(const volScalarField& muc) const;
106
107 //- Read transportProperties dictionary




112 // * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
113
114 } // End namespace mixtureViscosityModels
115 } // End namespace Foam
81
116




121 // ***************************************************************** //
B.2 quadraticMixture.C Viscosity Model
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47 // * * * * * * * * * * * * * Constructors * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
48
49 Foam:: mixtureViscosityModels :: quadraticMixture :: quadraticMixture
50 (
51 const word& name ,
52 const dictionary& viscosityProperties ,
53 const volVectorField& U,
54 const surfaceScalarField& phi ,
55 const word modelName
56 )
57 :
58 mixtureViscosityModel(name , viscosityProperties , U, phi),
59 alpha_
60 (
61 U.mesh().lookupObject <volScalarField >
62 (
63 IOobject :: groupName
64 (









73 // * * * * * * * * * * * * Member Functions * * * * * * * * * * * * //
74
75 Foam::tmp <Foam:: volScalarField >











85 bool Foam:: mixtureViscosityModels :: quadraticMixture ::read
86 (
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B.3 equilibriumParticle.H Relative Velocity Model
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25 Foam:: relativeVelocityModels :: equilibriumParticle
26
27 Description

































61 //- particle diamter
62 dimensionedScalar dp_;
63












75 //- Construct from components
76 equilibriumParticle
77 (
78 const dictionary& dict ,








87 // Member Functions
88
89 //- Update the diffusion velocity




94 // * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
95
96 } // End namespace relativeVelocityModels
97 } // End namespace Foam
98
99 // * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
100
101 #endif
B.4 equilibriumParticle.C Relative Velocity Model
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35 defineTypeNameAndDebug(equilibriumParticle , 0);






41 // * * * * * * * * * * * * * Constructors * * * * * * * * * * * //
42
43 Foam:: relativeVelocityModels :: equilibriumParticle :: equilibriumParticle
44 (
45 const dictionary& dict ,
46 const incompressibleTwoPhaseInteractingMixture& mixture
47 )
48 :
49 relativeVelocityModel(dict , mixture),
50
51 dp_("dp", dimLength , dict),
87
52
53 // Viscosity dimension had to be modified to achieve the velocity
dimenions at the end
54 // The for loop does not account for units









64 // * * * * * * * * * * * * * Destructor * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
65




70 // * * * * * * * * * * * Member Functions * * * * * * * * * * * * //
71
72 void Foam:: relativeVelocityModels :: equilibriumParticle :: correct ()
73 {
74
75 scalar positionSmall = 1e-8;
76
77
78 const volVectorField& U = mixture_.U();
79 const volVectorField& r = U.mesh().C();
80
81 auto f = rhoc_/rho()*( scalar (1.0) - alphad_)*dp_*dp_*(rhod_ -rhoc_)/(
scalar (18.)*muc_);
82
83 // compute the giant fraction in the expression for Udm
84 forAll(U.mesh().V(),celli)
85 {
86 Udm_[celli]. component (0) = pow((r[celli]. component (0)*U[celli].
component (1)-r[celli ]. component (1)*U[celli ]. component (0))/(r[celli ].
component (0)*r[celli ]. component (0) + r[celli ]. component (1)*r[celli ].
component (1) + positionSmall), 2)*r[celli ]. component (0);
87
88 Udm_[celli]. component (1) = pow((r[celli]. component (0)*U[celli].
component (1)-r[celli ]. component (1)*U[celli ]. component (0))/(r[celli ].
component (0)*r[celli ]. component (0) + r[celli ]. component (1)*r[celli ].
component (1) + positionSmall), 2)*r[celli ]. component (1);
88
89
90 Udm_[celli]. component (2) = g_;
91
92 }
93 // multiply the terms that do not require U and r




98 // ************************************************************* //
89
